eikon® e2s
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The Merrychef eikon® e2s is the first choice

for the ‘Grab and Go’ market, delivering
the highest throughput of food without
compromising on consistency or quality
and guaranteed to beat the queues. It’s the
perfect oven for cafés, bars, convenience
stores and quick serve outlets.
High speed
Up to 20x faster than other cooking methods.
Compact
Ground breaking largest cavity (12” x 12”) to smallest oven width (14”),
counter-top appliance.
Versatile
Single appliance to cook, toast, grill and reheat from fresh or frozen foods.
Designed to operate quietly at front-of-house.
Efficient
UL certified ventless, easy to install. Icon-driven touchscreen, easy to use.
Energy efficient at 0.67kWh on standby, saving money when not in use.

Expanding your opportunities

www.merrychef.com

High speed, compact and versatile

The easyTouch® icon-driven touchscreen allows
low-skilled staff to produce professional results

Precision Technology
The finely tuned combination of three heating
technologies: convection, tuned impingement and
microwave makes the heat level consistent ensuring
even, high quality, repeatable results. The Merrychef
eikon® e2s is available in standard (1000W) or high
(2000W) microwave power, delivering food up to
20x faster than other cooking methods.
Fits on a 25”
counter top

14”/ 356mm w

ide

Cooks up to
20x faster than a
conventional oven

USB memory stick data
transfer of up to 1024
cooking profiles

Front-of-house
design

Easy to use
touchscreen icons
reduce errors

24.4”/
620mm high

Air curtain
technology provides
a constant supply of
cool air across the
front of the oven
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Easy to clean, stainless
steel cavity with
rounded corners and
smooth surfaces

Operates quietly;
45.3dBA on standby

Easy access frontmounted air filter

Available in Classic stainless steel, Trend black or red colour on stainless steel.

Accessories

To get you started, every order includes
the following dishwasher-compatible items:
Paddle with handguard and sides
Part No: SR318

Solid base tray
Part No: 32Z4080

Non-stick cook
plate liner (natural)
Part No: 32Z4088

Cool down pan
Part No: 32Z4079

Flat cook plate
Part No: DB0719

The true versatility of the Merrychef eikon® e2s is realised through our unique Signature range of accessories that are available;
from egg moulds to soup bowls. View the full range at merrychef.com/products/accessories
Example dishes:

Ham & cheese
Focaccia
30 seconds

Re-heat mac
and cheese
75 seconds

Salmon fillet
45 seconds

Baked Alaska
50 seconds

All cook times are based on using the Merrychef eikon® e2s (high power). Times may vary depending on food quality and portion size.

Customer satisfaction

For further details on where to buy, how to
service and for our flagship culinary support
please visit www.merrychef.com

Your satisfaction with our products is of
paramount importance to us. With almost
70 years of experience you can be assured
of a high quality, precision built appliance.
The Merrychef eikon® e2s has a built-in
self-diagnostic system with full warranty and
service support for peace of mind.
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Accessory storage
on top of unit

with every order whilst minimising training and
overcoming any language barriers.

#5972C

With a ground-breaking large cavity (12” x 12 ”) to
oven width (14”) ratio; UL certified ventless design
and a patented cooling system to keep all exterior
walls cool-to-touch, the Merrychef eikon® e2s can be
placed on a standard counter-top front-of-house.
Superior functionality, easy to install, easy to use and
best in class energy efficiency guarantees an excellent
return on investment for your operation.
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